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Slogan: Beyond Seduction 
 
TOP-SELLING FEATURES 
 

• Unique Concept 
• Superb Location 
• Secluded, Private and Secure  
• Couples-Only, 21+ 
• Sensual Adventure  
• Clothing-optional Beach, Playroom, Pool and Private Jacuzzi Lounge 
• “Au-Natural” Experience  

 
CLIENT PROFILE 
Couples who Desire… 
 

• Freedom from conventional environments  
• Sunbathing, swimming and being au-natural 
• Sensual entertainment 
• Just being themselves 
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DESCRIPTIVE COPY: 300 WORDS  
 
Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort, our seductive, clothing-optional sanctuary in the Mexican 
Caribbean, invites you to come with your partner to discover a world of deliciously erotic 
experiences. A paradise for couples only, this is the place to reinvent the meaning of passion, 
forget inhibitions and enjoy adventures that go beyond your imagination.  
 
Surrounded by lingering ocean breezes, powdery white sand and captivating, picture-perfect 
views of the Caribbean Sea, Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort is found on an alluring beach 
in Puerto Morelos.  

 
With an architectural design that resembles an elegant villa and blends perfectly with its 
vibrant and tropical backdrop, our clothing-optional resort features guest rooms, suites and 
penthouses that have been provided with a balcony or terrace so that the only witness to 
those passionate encounters with your partner will be the breathtaking views of the Caribbean 
Sea.  

 
Our deluxe, all-inclusive program has been conceived to seduce all of your senses with 
superb amenities and features such as: an erotic, clothing-optional atmosphere, oceanfront 
pool, beach beds, beach/pool concierges, and a delightful spa. Two restaurants await you, 
where you will discover a variety of exquisite gourmet signature dishes and sensual 
environments that will embrace you with a taste of Desire every night.  

 
At Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort, you will find the most exciting, adult-oriented daily 
activities and nightly entertainment.  This sets the perfect scene for flirtatious encounters in 
your partner’s company, to meet other guests, as well as unparalleled opportunities to let 
loose.  

 
For the ultimate seductive vacation, keep your mind open, unleash your imagination and 
surrender to the Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort experience.  

 
 
DESCRIPTIVE COPY: 200 WORDS 
 
Clothing-optional, Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort, invites you to come with your partner to 
discover a world of sensual experiences, a paradise for couples where you can reinvent the 
meaning of passion and enjoy adventures that go beyond your imagination.  

 
Nestled on an alluring beach in Puerto Morelos, Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort, offers an 
ideal setting with tropical vegetation and picture perfect views of the Caribbean Sea. Its 
architectural design resembles an elegant villa, blending perfectly with its vibrant backdrop, 
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and featuring guest rooms, suites and penthouses that have been provided with a balcony or 
terrace.  

 
Our deluxe, all-inclusive program has been conceived to seduce all of your senses with 
exclusive amenities such as our erotic clothing-optional atmosphere, oceanfront pool, beach 
beds and spa. Two restaurants await you, where you will discover exquisite, gourmet 
signature dishes and sensual environments.  At Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort, the most 
exciting, adult-oriented daily activities and nightly entertainment will set the perfect scene for 
unforgettable moments, while enjoying your partner’s company.  
 
Keep your mind open, unleash your imagination and surrender to the Desire Riviera Maya 
Pearl Resort experience.  

 
 
DESCRIPTIVE COPY: 150 WORDS 
 
Clothing-optional, Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort, invites you to come with your partner to 
discover a world of sensual experiences where you can reinvent the meaning of passion.  

 
Nestled on an alluring beach in Puerto Morelos, our couples-only resort offers an ideal setting 
with tropical vegetation and breathtaking blue sea. Its architectural design, that resembles a 
villa, features guest rooms, suites and penthouses that have been provided with a balcony or 
terrace.  

 
Our deluxe, all-inclusive program will seduce all of your senses with exclusive amenities such 
as our erotic clothing-optional atmosphere, oceanfront pools, beach beds, two gourmet 
restaurants and spa.  

 
The most exciting, adult-oriented daily activities and nightly entertainment will set the perfect 
scene for unforgettable moments, while enjoying your partner’s company. Keep your mind 
open, unleash your imagination and surrender to the Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort 
experience.  

 
 

DESCRIPTIVE COPY: 100 WORDS 
 
A paradise for couples, Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort, invites you to come with your 
partner and discover the ultimate, clothing-optional retreat in the Mexican Caribbean. With our 
deluxe, all-inclusive program, we will seduce all of your senses with exclusive amenities and 
features such as an erotic clothing-optional atmosphere, oceanfront pool, beach beds, beach 
and pool concierges, two gourmet restaurants, three bars, disco, nightly entertainment, non-
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motorized water sports and spa. Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort sets the perfect scene for 
the most seductive vacation experience of your life.  

 
 

DESCRIPTIVE COPY: 75 WORDS 
 
A paradise for couples, Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort, invites you to come with your 
partner and discover the ultimate clothing-optional retreat in the Mexican Caribbean. Let your 
senses be seduced by its deluxe, all-inclusive program, that includes exclusive amenities 
such as oceanfront pools, beach beds, two gourmet restaurants, three bars, disco and nightly 
entertainment. Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort sets the perfect scene for the most 
seductive vacation experience of your life.  
 
  
DESCRIPTIVE COPY: 50 WORDS 
 
The couples-only Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort, invites you to surrender to seductive 
experiences as you discover our clothing-optional retreat. Enjoy our deluxe, all-inclusive 
program and sensual amenities such as beach beds, 2 restaurants, 3 bars, disco, spa and 
nightly entertainment.  
 

  
DESCRIPTIVE COPY: 25 WORDS 
 
The couples-only Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort, invites you to enjoy our deluxe, all-
inclusive program and the most seductive clothing-optional vacation ever. 
 
 
ACCOMMODATIONS 
 
All Ocean View Rooms, Suites & Penthouses at Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort are 
elegantly decorated maintaining a sensual environment, perfect to ensure you and your 
partner’s days and nights are full of passion. Select fine wood and materials were used to 
design the most comfortable furnishings that along with our organic bath amenities, ample 
living areas, exclusive sensual amenities and our staff's warm, attentive, and discreet service, 
will contribute to the most superb clothing-optional resort experience of your lives.  
 

• 300 thread-count premium cotton bed sheets 
• Pillow Menu for your ultimate comfort 
• Private balcony or terrace with hammock (some with sun lounge area) 
• Spacious living area (separate living area in Master Suites & Penthouses)  
• International Cable TV  
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• In-room safe 
• Enhanced turndown service with a complementary Mexican Handcraft Gift 
• Premium cotton bathrobes and slippers 
• Twice-a-day Daily Housekeeping Service 
• Two telephones (in room and bathroom) 
• Data port on telephone 
• Air-conditioning with individual climate control 
• Alarm clock and radio 
• Ceiling fan 
• Mini-bar service  
• Liquor and Wine Menu (available upon request, additional fee) 
• Exclusive organic bath amenities 
• Hairdryer 
• Separate shower and bathtub 
•  

 
32 OCEAN VIEW ROOMS  
 
Adding even more seduction to your clothing-optional vacation with us, this intimate room 
features a choice of one king bed or two double beds, balcony or terrace with hammock and a 
sitting area. Other benefits include a bathroom that has a separate shower and bathtub, 
provided with exclusive, personal bath amenities.  
 
 
13 JUNIOR SUITES  
 
Surrounding you with a sensual and passion-provoking atmosphere, the Junior Suite is the 
perfect compliment to our hotel amenities, all here for you to enjoy during your most seductive 
clothing-optional vacation in the Mexican Caribbean.  
 
With a selection of one king bed or two queen size beds, this spacious and beautifully 
appointed suite features a sitting area, private balcony or terrace for relaxing or dining: Full 
bathroom with exclusive personal bath amenities, shower and a separate bathtub that 
overlooks the room through shuttered doors.  
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31 MASTER SUITES  
 
This sensual suite boasts more than 750 square feet (70 square meters) of space, offering a 
large bedroom with either a King size bed or two Queen size beds, a roomy sitting area, and 
a balcony or terrace. It also offers a mini-bar that is refilled daily. It has a full bathroom with 
shower and a separate bathtub that overlooks the room through shuttered doors. A separate 
living room area with balcony or terrace, bar, 42” plasma TV, a work area and another full 
bathroom adding to the functionality and grace of this suite.  
 
 
5 MASTER SUITES WITH PLUNGE POOL  
 
This sensual suite boasts more than 750 square feet (70 square meters) of space, offering a 
large bedroom with either a King sized bed or two Queen size beds, a roomy sitting area 
where you will find a mini-bar that is refilled each day. Other benefits include a balcony or 
terrace, and a full bathroom with shower and a separate bathtub overlooking the room 
through shuttered doors. 
 
In addition, these Master Suites offer you the privacy of your own terrace, sun-lounge beds 
and a plunge pool where you can enjoy the most dazzling views of the Caribbean Sea.  
 
 
7 PENTHOUSE PASSION SUITES WITH PLUNGE POOL 
 
This exceptional 904 square foot (84 square meter) one bedroom Penthouse offers a wide 
variety of amenities and an inspiring ocean view.  With impeccable Mexican-Contemporary 
decor and an intimate ambiance, this exclusive suite is the perfect, intimate getaway for 
couples looking to rekindle the flame. Its separate living room area offers splendid ocean 
views and access to a private 753 sq. ft. (70 sq. meters) wide panoramic terrace featuring its 
own plunge pool and double chaise lounge to enjoy magical sunsets with your partner.   
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ALL-INCLUSIVE FEATURES 
 

• Accommodations: Ocean View Rooms, Junior Suites, Master Suites and Penthouses, 
all of them provided with luxurious amenities 

• Personalized check-in, including a welcome glass of sparkling wine 
• Clothing-optional Jacuzzi Lounge 
• All meals (breakfast, lunch and dinner) 
• Dining at 2 specialty restaurants 
• Daytime & late night snacks 
• Premium alcoholic beverages, fine house wines, beer and refreshments 
• Food and beverage service available 24 hours  
• Around the clock, 24-hour Room Service (service charge) 
• Day & evening entertainment programs 
• Gym 
• Wireless Internet Service 
• Hotel taxes and tips 

 
 
SERVICES WITH AN ADDITIONAL CHARGE 
 

• Spa with massages for couples 
• Sauna and Jacuzzi in the spa 
• Romantic Dinner 
• Exclusive list of wine and liquors 
• Faxing and printing 
• Logo shop 

 
 
RESTAURANTS 
 
APHRODITE  
 
Our restaurant, Aphrodite, serves you the most succulent dishes of varied international 
cuisines. Choose your favorite from our buffet or order the specialty of your choice from our à 
la Carte menu.  
 
Breakfast, lunch and dinner will always have the sensual touch of Desire Riviera Maya Pearl 
Resort in Aphrodite.  Let our chef take you through a journey of flavors while you enjoy the 
sensual atmosphere that sets the mood.  
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Open for breakfast, lunch and dinner.  (No Reservation required, Dress Code: Sensual 
Elegant) 
 
 
PEARL  
 
Pearl is the name of our avant-garde restaurant serving a Mediterranean fusion cuisine that 
makes Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort unique. Here we have created three perfect menus. 
The first offers the most delicious specialties in French gastronomy, and two other menus 
perfectly blend a variety of international delights.  
 
Surrender to the most exquisite experience while you enjoy a glamorous dinner in our 
paradise-like Pearl, which harmonizes perfectly with the magic of our clothing-optional resort.  
We will seduce your palate with every bite.  
 
Open for dinner and late night snacks.  (No Reservation is required, Dress Code:  Sensual 
Elegant) 
 
 
JADE 
 
Our new culinary concept “JADE” brings the long desired taste for Japanese cuisine to the 
Caribbean.  This unique, romantic hotspot at Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort is located just 
above Aphrodite with an incredible ocean view, providing an intimate yet mystical atmosphere 
for a night of sensual sushi and martinis with your lover.  Our sushi chefs are known for 
utilizing only the freshest ingredients while preparing their dishes for you, our distinguished 
guests.  Reserve JADE, the perfect place to experience a world of seductive, succulent 
Japanese cuisine, where we will cater to your every desire… 
 
Open for dinner. (Reservation Required, Dress Code: Smart Casual)  
 
 
ROOM SERVICE 
 
Enjoy Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort’s complete room service menu from the privacy of 
your own room, 24-hours a day. Snuggle up for breakfast in bed, have a delicious late 
afternoon lunch, or simply plan a romantic night in with your couple.  
 
There is a $10 USD room service fee.  (Except for the Penthouse and Premier) 
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ROMANTIC DINNER BY THE SEA 
 
Romance has never been taken so far. Make your reservations for a superb steak or lobster 
candlelight dinner served on the beach at our gazebo. Enjoy the sounds of the waves as you 
dine under the stars making this a most memorable experience. 
       
The Romantic Dinner by the Sea is not part of our All-inclusive packages, it will appear as an 
extra charge to your account.  It is a must-try at Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort. 
 
From 7:00 pm to 10:00 pm.   
 
 
BARS 
 
AGAVE LOBBY BAR 
 
With an ideal mix of intense sensations and refreshing flavors, our lobby bar “Agave” awaits 
you and your partner. At Agave you will find a variety of cocktails that along with a casual, 
sensual atmosphere, will delight all of your senses.  Right outside our disco, this bar is the 
perfect spot to socialize with other couples, enjoy delicious moments with your significant 
other and quench that thirst for a passionate night.   
 
Open 24/7 
 
 
LUSH POOL BAR  
 
No matter what your idea of perfection is, the moments you will spend with your partner in our 
Lush Pool Bar will surely fulfill all of those desires. Framed by the mesmerizing views of the 
Caribbean Sea, enjoy the most refreshing drinks in the company of your significant other as 
you surrender to the sensual environment that our pool bar offers. Discover the secrets that 
our attentive and friendly bartenders have for each one of their cocktails and fall in love with 
this enticing spot at Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort.  
 
Open from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm 
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JACUZZI LOUNGE & WET SPOT BAR 
 
Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort features a clothing-optional Jacuzzi Lounge where you can 
enjoy your sensuality like nowhere else. For the most deliciously erotic moments of your stay 
with us, relax in the hot tub, or get a fabulous tan as you rest in the sun beds. If you prefer 
you can socialize with other couples or simply enjoy refreshing drinks.  
 
This is the perfect spot to discover a naughty, sensual and refreshing atmosphere that blends 
perfectly with a vast variety of cocktails. The ideal setting to let go of inhibitions, be wild and 
have an incredible time at our couples-only resort.   
 
Open from 1:00 pm to 3:00 am 
 
 
NIGHT CLUB & PLAYROOM OBSESSION 
 
When night falls, Obsession awaits, with the formula to make your most forbidden fantasies 
come to life. Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort’s “Obsession”, a unique disco where you can 
enjoy the most sensual rhythms in the most deliciously erotic atmosphere. Prepare your body 
for a night filled with passion at our clothing-optional resort and surrender to all “Obsession” 
will bring to your night.  
 
And in the privacy of the couples-only Playroom, passion truly rules the night. This room is 
exclusive for guests, because only guests know what happens inside. Decorated with dark 
windows, lounge beds and carpeting, the Playroom is the place where the wildest part of your  
vacation takes place. 
 
Open from 9:00 pm to 2:00 am 
  
 
SPA  
 
Set on more than 8,600 square feet, our unique spa at Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort is 
surrounded by the beautiful Caribbean Sea and green jungle, offering the ideal refuge where 
your mind and body will be harmonized and your senses awakened.  In our seven spacious 
spa treatment rooms, you will find an ideal ambiance for ultimate relaxation while our intimate 
Spa Couples Suite, with private lounge and Jacuzzi terrace, allow our treatments to be 
enjoyed with your significant other like nowhere else.    
 
Our Spa facilities include a sauna, steam room, Swiss shower, cold plunge pool and a large 
warm whirlpool; as well as a calm waiting area where a healthy variety of organic tea and 
bottled water are served. 
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Complementing our Zen-like oasis of relaxation; Yoga, Pilate's, stretching and meditation 
sessions are performed under the property's picturesque palapa. And for a wonderful 
workout, our fabulous gym, offers you the most modern fitness equipment so that you can be 
inspired to keep in shape during your clothing-optional vacation with us.  
 
Our therapists who use a selection of different essential oils and aromas invite you to enjoy a 
facial treatment, your favorite massage, or our exclusive couples treatments, ensuring a 
sensual experience hard to compare, in which the arts of relaxation and indulgence are being 
enhanced.  
 
 
 
ACTIVITIES AND ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAM 
 
In line with the unique concept of Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort, we will surround you with 
the most sensual and adventurous, adult-oriented activities and entertainment.  
 
An extensive variety of sports, with the erotic touch of Desire Rivera Maya Pearl Resort, will 
give you unforgettable moments of pleasure, including: yoga lessons, sensual aqua fitness, 
water polo, basketball, beach or naked volleyball, along with other games around our 
beautiful beach and pool, that will heat up the always exhilarating clothing-optional 
atmosphere of our couples-only resort.  
 
 If you and your partner are looking for sensual adventures, our adult-only resort offers you 
exciting games that have been specially created to tempt even the most skeptical guests. 
With all the activities, events and surprises we have for you, playing with that special person 
will make you a winner, no matter what. Ranging from sexy darts, belly dance lessons, pole 
dance and our famous, exclusive couples only contest “Desire Time”, the entertainment team 
of Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort will take the lead to ensure you the most incredible 
experience at our clothing-optional hotel.  
 
Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort offers assistance to book the tours that you and your 
significant other really want to enjoy together, such as: diving, private clothing-optional and 
couples-only tours to keep the flame alive on your vacation, amongst other optional 
excursions to nearby attractions, that will make these days the most exciting vacation of your 
lives.   
 
Following all of our guest’s desires, the entertainment program at Desire Riviera Maya Pearl 
Resort includes enticing, nightly themes that will match your mood for seduction every time. 
Live your wildest fantasies, dressed up in the perfect outfit and let loose as you blend in with 
the sensual atmosphere of Desire.  
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Take part in our games and contests or just witness everything with your partner, no matter 
how you decide to live the Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort experience, every moment at our 
clothing-optional hotel will seduce you from head to toe.  
 
 
LOCATION 
 
Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort is ideally located on a stretch of secluded, powdered sand 
beach, at the edge of the picturesque fishing village of Puerto Morelos. This clothing-optional 
venue, the Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort is only 20 minutes from the Cancun Airport.  
   
Experience one of Mexico’s most incredible beach resorts and the great array of attractions 
that are within easy reach of the resort such as some of the most significant Mayan 
archeological sites, a vast network of underground rivers, over 100 "cenotes" (sacred pools of 
clear, calm water) cave diving, scuba diving and snorkeling on Great Maya Reef and deep 
sea fishing.  
 
 
SERVICES 
 

• Clothing-optional oceanfront swimming pools with social activities 
• Two restaurants, including gourmet dining  
• Three bars  
• Beach beds facing the ocean front 
• Beach and pool concierge service 
• Disco and Jacuzzi Club 
• Spa with sauna, steam room and a full menu of spa treatments ($) 
• Gym 
• Clothing-optional beach 
• Logo shop 
• Exclusive wine and liquor list available for purchase ($) 
• Internet access, fax machine and printer ($) 
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HOUSE RULES 
 
So that all guests may fully enjoy their "Desire" experience, we ask you to respect these 
guidelines: 
 

• The check-in time is at 3:00 pm and the checkout time at 11:00 am. However, guests 
will have an hour allowance to checkout until 12:00 pm.  

• Appropriate attire is required in restaurants. 
• Due to the nature of our Resort, please respect all guests. Taking photos or videos 

with cameras or cellphones in public areas is STRICTLY FORBIDDEN. 
• Please refrain from overt sexual activities in public areas. 
• Please treat all guests with utmost respect, and remember the Golden Rule: "NO" 

means "NO." 
• Guests are allowed to reserve the Palapa Beds, referring to guest service. Leaving 

your belongings does not reserve the beds or beach chairs. If belongings are found in 
a non-reserved place without their proper owner, they will be sent to our Lost & Found 
box at the front desk. 

• The Hotel is not responsible for lost items not deposited in your room’s safety deposit 
box. 

• We are proud to provide you with a safe, open-minded environment in which you may 
fully enjoy your Desire vacation. However, it is a firm company policy that all staff 
members are strictly forbidden from interacting intimately or drinking with guests; doing 
so will result in their immediate dismissal. 
 
 
 

COPYRIGHT POLICY 
 
This series of texts is the property and creation of Original Group; it is to be used exclusively 
for the promotion of Desire Riviera Maya Pearl Resort. We provide this archive of texts so that 
you may have sufficient information about the concept of our hotel; you are welcome to use 
them to create your own materials. However, copying them word for word will be considered 
plagiarism and Original Group reserves its right to take legal measures against this practice. 
To make use of our texts, you must notify us at: marketing@originalresorts.com 
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HOTEL & CONTACT INFORMATION: 
 
Costera Norte, Lote 1 Sm. 10 Mz. 26, Puerto Morelos C.P. 77580 Riviera Maya, Mexico. 
 
Reservations: +52 (998) 848 7931 
Toll Free USA: 1 888 201 7551  
Toll free Canada: 1 800 655 9311  
Toll Free Mexico: 01 800 500 0587 
 
E-mail: bookpearl@desireresorts.com 
 
For the latest information and promotions visit: desirepearl.com or desireresorts.com 
Photos and Media: desirepearl.com/photos/ 
 
 
General Manager: Alessio Giribaldi  
e-mail: agiribaldi@desireresorts.com 
 
Sales & Marketing Director: Alma Mendoza 
e-mail: amendoza@originalresorts.com 
 
Sales Manager: Dania Hernandez 
e-mail: dhernandez@originalresorts.com 
 

Groups Coordinator: Patricia Gonzalez 
e-mail: groups@desireresorts.com 
 
Reservations Department: Silvia 
Recendiz  
e-mail: srecendiz@desireresorts.com 
 
Accounting: Katia Ulloa  
e-mail: cxc1@originalresorts.com
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